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Abstract 
ЫкМ/crg L.r;.S..:trcb lor Exotic baryons with the SPHINX Facility. IHEP Preprint 93100. 
Proi.vino, 1993.  P 12, figs. 5, table 1, refs:15. 

In the experiments at the SPHINX facility in the proton beani of the IHEP 
accelerator ^£p—70 GeV) a number of diifractive production reactions were studied. 
Among them .ire p + N . (K*K~p) i N, p •+ N -> (фр) + N, p + N > 
• :A(I520)A' + j + Л. и + V — Р(1385)"К+1 + /V, as well aa some other processes. TV 
results of the s.'arch for narrow he.tvy fcaryon states, candidates for the cryptoexotic hadrons 
iviih hidden stlandless, are presented. 

Аннотация 
Данасберг Л.Г. Поиски жт.'тнческнх барионов на установке СФИНКС: Преприш 
ИФВЭ 93100.  Протвино, I'JW.  12 е., 5 рис., 1 табл., бнблвогр.:15. 

В опытах на установке СФИНКС на пучке протонов ускорителя ИФВЭ (£ р=?0 ГэВ) 
псслеловэлись многочисленнее процессы лифракционвого образования барионных систем 
:i,ii частности, реакции p+,V ~» 'h'+K~p)^-N. р + N  . (фр) + Ы. ;.+ N -> |Л(1520)Л"+] + N 
и рл Д' ~+ j£(13£u}°A'+l} V. Приводятся результаты поисков образования узких тяжелых 
0<I[JIIOHIIUX состояний Б j.r;<x реакциях, являющихся кандидатами в криптоэкэотические 
бл^ноны со скрытой страпчос |мо. 

© Institute for High Energy Physics, 1993. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

1л the experiments of the SPHINX Collaboration a wide program of study

ing the hadron diffractive production by piotons with Ep=70 GeV and search 
for exotic baryons in these processes are carried out. This program has been 
detailed in Refs.[l,2]. Here are presented the first results of measuring thi> 
reactions 

p + N->{K*K-p) + N, (1) 

р + Л Г  Wp) + N, (2) 

U r r 

p + N-> [Л(1520)/Г+) + N, (3) 

UpA'

р + Л г » [£(1285)° K+ ] + N (4) 

U A J T 0 

p + N-> [£(13S5)°A'+]t TV + (neutral particles), (5) 

LATT° 

(N is nucleoli or light nucleus — C, Be). 
As it is stated in a number of papers, the diffractive production pro

cesses with Pomeron exchange offer some new possibilities to sear<:h for ex

otic hadrons [15). This is specially true for the searches of heavy hadrons 
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«ith anomalously small deay v/idr.h that ran b< serious candidates for <~\p

teexotk states. There were obtained г.лые evidences of possible existence of 
such states  mesons Л'(1740) [6]. {73100,1 Mid «,(3250) |7.8j. Ългуои» 
Л^(1960} [Э]. £(3170) [10], Д(3520; jil] mil scvral other hadrons. Tim? 
systematical searches for such baryops with bidden strangeness in reac

tions (1) (5) in the not very well known mass region о! ~ 2 : 4 GeV so'ins 
quite desirable. 

The Poineron exchange mechanism in diiTractive production reactions opens 
ihe possibility to study the coherent processes on the target nuclei. It has bivn 
suggested that coherent production on nuclei is a gocu tool for the separation of 
resonances against multiparticle background because, of the difference ir. their 
absorption in the target nuclei (see, for example, Ref.(l2|). 

The SPHINX facility [2], which was used for cliese measurements, includes 
a wideaperture magnet spectrometer with scintillation coiuiter hodoscopes. 
proportional chambers, drift chambers and multichannel 7spectrometer with 
lead glass detectors. The charged particles in the tinai state were identified 
by means of RICH differential Chemikov spectre tmetei and two threshold gas 
Cherenkov hodoscope counters. The experimental details connected with the 
accelerator runs, data handling and the methods of selecting reactions (1)—(.5; 
can be found in Refs. [2,1315]. 

As is seen from event distributions dNjdP^ for reactions (l)(5) as 
functions of the transverse momentum squared, there are considerable con

tributions of coherent diffractive production of pK*K~, 6p. Л(1520){\'^. 
E(13S5)°K'+ systems on the carbon nuciei. These coherent processes are char

acterized by slopes ft > 30  40 GeV"2. 
Below we have summarized the main physical results obtained in the 

SPHINX measurements. 

2. SEARCH FOR HEAVY EXOTIC BARYONS 
WITH HIDDEN STRANGENESS 

IN REACTIONS ( l )  (3) 

In the iavaiiaLl mass spectra of K+ K~ and ph'~ systems in (1) clear peaks 
for cVmeson and A(1520) baryon are obtained and reactions (2) and (31 art 
singled out. In the mass spectra for фр system in (2} and A(152fl)A"+ system in 
(3) there is a structure with mass Af ~2!70 MeV and width Г ~lll) MeV. Both 
jpectra have the same characteristics and ran be summed The resulting mass 
spectrum for X = [фр + Л(1520)Л"+] is presented in Fig.l. It must be stated 
that the nature of the "'X(2170)" structure i.s unclear now .ind needs further 
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study. The inverted commas ID the notation of the st.ate are used to stress this 
point. 

The wide acceptance of the SPHINX facility has made it possible to search 
for heavy baryon resonances in reactions (l)(3) in the effective mass region up 
to M=4.5 GeV and first of all for baryons with anomalously small decay widths, 
that can be candidates for exotic pentaquark stateF with hidden strangeness. 
There are no statistically significant heavy baryon structures with M >2.5 GeV 
in all three mass spectra under study (i.e. for <j>p, Л(1520)л*+ and K^K~p sys

tems). Very sensitive upper limits for i.he cross sections of the narrow resonance 
production reactions have been obtained. They are given in Fig.2. 

As is seen from this Figure, the experiments on the SPHINX setup failed to 
confirm the existance of narrow heavy baryons R(3520) or nonstrange analog 
of 2(3170). For example, the SPHINX upper limits for the cross sections of 
Я(3520) production in reactions (l)(3) are 

СТр1Д(3520)]!„„с(еи, • ВД[Й(3520) » Фр] < 0.27 nb/nucleon, (0) 
crp{R{3b20)]\mci.on-BR[R(3520)  A(1520)A'f] < 3.4 nb/nucleon, (7) 
ор[Я(3520)|Цс,е<т • 5Я[Я(3520)   K+K~p] < 2.6 nb/nucieon (8) 

(95%) C.L.). These values are by 45 orders of magnitude lower than 
the cross section of Я(3520) production in the pion reaction -n' + p —> 
 • (рК+К'(т)-к-)+Х° at P,=16 GeV, which has been claimed in Ref. [11]. 

3. SEARCH FOR fy(1960) BARYON 
In the experiments with the BIS2 setup in a neutron beam of the IHEP 

70 GeV proton synchrotron with the mean energy < £„ >— 40 GeV the reaction 

n + N-> [E(13S5)A'+] + N + (neutral particles), (9) 

l—> Лтг~ 

was studied. In the effective mass spectrum of [£(1335)" Л"+] a narrow peak 
with the mass M — 195619 IvIeV and the width Г = 27 ± 15 MeV was ob

served [9]. This structure was interpreted in Ref. [9] as a candidate for cryp

toexotic baryon with hidden strangeness \qqqss > (q — и or d). The data on 
the cross section of N^(1960) production in (9) are presented in Tab!e 1. 

Because of the importance of the problem of possible existence «f cryptoox

otic \qqqss > baryons we have performed a new search for this state in reaction 
(4) and (5) with the SPHINX setup. 
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22 13 J* ' .J 2.6 7.7 
М(рк*ю [tiev] 

Figuie 1. The summed invariant mass spectrum for X — фр + A(15'20)A'+ (tor Я£ < 
0.0T5 (GeV)3)) in reactions f2) and (3). The events of фр and Л(1520)Л'+ type 
are weighted with Lhe acceptance of the setup with account of the branch».gb 
ВЯ{ф  K*K~) = 0.49 and ВД[Л(1520)  pK~) ~ 0.225. 

2*ьо SAM зео;г JODD «DO з*(ю Э600 эооо 

Figure. 2. l :pper limits Jor I he cross sections of the diffractive production ol heavy В$ baryons 
with Г $50 MeV in the decay channels Вф •-* K+K~p: Вф » &>, £ ф » Л(1520)Л' + 

(here BR{4> * # + Л'" ) and [ВД(Л(1520) • ~p] are raken into account). 
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As the first step for this search, the reactions 

p + N-*(An°K+) + N (10) 

and 
p + Л'  • (Ajr°A"+) + N + (neutral particles) (11) 

were singled out [13,15] and for these two reactions the invariant mass spectra 
ЛЯЛт") were studied (see Fig.3a and b). In ''elastic* reaction (10) the peak 
of £(1385)° —» Air" is dominating and the background level under the peak 
is very small. For the pertiallyinclusive inelastic reaction (11) the £(1385)" 
peak is also seen quite well. The background under the peal; in this case, 
although significantly exceeds the same one in the "elastic" reaction, is much 
lower than in the BIS2 measurements for (9), where the background exceeds 
more than 2 times the number of the events in E(1385) peak (Ref. [9]). Thus 
reactions (4) and (5) were identified. In the mass spectra of М[£(1385)"Л'+] 
in these reactions for different regions of P$ we do not observe Л^(1960) peak 
neither for the full spectra (for all values of Pj) nor for coherent processes, i.e. 
for P | < 0.075 GeV2 — see, for example, Fig.4a and b. 

The SPHINX upper limits for the cross sections of the reactions 

p + N »7V;(1960)+ + N (12) 

and 
p + N » Л^(1960)+ + N + (neutral particles) (13) 

are presented in Table 1. They are significantly smaller than the BIS2 cross 
sections for the ЛГД1960)0 production in (9). Strictly speaking, there are no 
direct contradictions between the SPHINX and the BIS2 data because they are 
obtained in the distinct processes. But it seems to us, that the big difference 
between the values of these cross sections (see Table 1), as well as very hard 
background conditions for the separation of reaction (9) and Л^(1960) state in 
the BIS2 measurements give significant doubts in the real existence of N+i 1960) 
baryon. 
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fable I. Cross section estimations 

The BIS2 data The SPHINX data (upper limits for the cross section with 95% c.l.) 
Partially inclusive inelastic process 
n + N -> Л^(1960) + Л' + (neutr. particl.) 

"Elastic" reaction Partiailyinclus»ve inelastic reaction 
p + Л  . .^(1960) + N + (aeuir. particl.) 

a[JV,(1960)] | c M = . 
I (1725 ± 285) nb/C 

?i ( or with account of factor l.Y 
( ~ 3 • 103 nb/C 

The same cross section per 1 nucleon 
^[^(гэбо)]!»^^, • BR = 

f 330 ± 60 ub/nucleon 
< < or with account of factor 1.7 

[ ~ 560 nb 

Coherent process (Pj <0.075 GeV) 

<7|Л'*(1960)|с • BR ^660 nb/C 

The same cross section per 1 nucleon 
<7[Л«^(Ю)]!,™,,^ • BR < 

^ j 55 nb/nucleon ( j ~ A) 
< \ 125 nb/nucleon (<r ~ A3'3) 

Coherent process (Р£ $0.075 GeV) 

<7[7V.(1960))|c • BR <820 nb/C 

The same cross section per 1 nucleon 
o[ty(1960)]|„.d„„ • BR < 
_ J 70 nb/nucleon (a ^ A) 
~ \ 150 no/nucleou (<т ~ Л г / 3 ) 

(for v ~ A3'3) For all P} 
</[A/^(1960)]|„«,t<m • Bft«120 nb/p.ucleon 
(a ~ A 1 ' 3 ) 

For aU P3 

•т[Л^(1960)]|„«1,т • BR « 230 nb/nucleon 
(a ~ A*'3) 

Notes: 
1) "tJV^(i960)]|c the cross section for the corresponding reactions per С nucleus; 
2) <т[/^(1960)|п м с/ е ( т  the same but per 1 nucleon; 
3) <r —' A ie possible for coherent reactions; 
4) BR '•• ВД[Л^(1960) » E(1385)/f]  for all isotopic states; 
5) It must be born in mind that the values for the cross sections in the experiment BIS2 [9] were obtained not very correctly. It was 

shown by fitting the [£(1385)" A""*"] effective mass spectrum from the BIS2 data in the same way, as for the SPHINX data in Kig.4, that 
the number of the events in the Л^реак, as well аь the BIS2 cross sections must be increased by a factor of 1.752.0, as compared 
the published values in Ref. [9]. 
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Figure 3. The invariant mass spectra for Air" system: a) J'D "elastic" diffractive production 
reaction (10); b) in inelastic partiallyinclusive reaction (11). The parameters of 
£(1385)" peak are in agreement with tabulated values (with the account of the 
apparatus mass resolution a - ±9 MeV and systematic errors!. The arrows indicate 
the region of E(1385) band. 
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Figure 4. Search for .V*(1960) Ьагуол in the mass spectra of £(1385)"/f+ system in the 
SPHINX setup: a) for "elastic" reaction (4) (all Я£); b) for inelastic partially
inclusive reaction (5) (all Pj). There are also no N, signals in the same spectra for 
coflerent process (4) and (5) on carbon nuclei (i.e. for P\ <0.075 GeV2). The spec
tra are fitted by the sum of polynomial background and the BreitWigner Sit\ 1960) 
peak with parameters of Ref. (9j. 
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4. FURTHER ANALYSIS 
OF THE EFFECTIVE MASS SPECTRUM 

OF Е(1385)°ЛГ+ SYSTEM 

Let us. =naiyie the effective mass spec'~um o{ E(1385)°A'J in w_. 
tiou (4). la Fig.oa this spectrum is presented for the coherent .•vents witu 
P'j- < 0.075 (GeV) 2. But the form of the observed spectra d.x5. not 
change too much ir. going from the region P%- < 0.075 [„GeV)'2 to the niot; 
ol P$ > 0.075 (GeV)2. There is a structure with mass M ~20f>0 .VifV нпЛ 
width Г Cil20 MeV.in all these spectra. The nature of this •'•'X(2(jC()j" чик 
ture is quite unclear. There is a feasibility of its resonance ic'erprctntioTi, i..:t 
it. also plausible to explain the form of the observed spectra by the diffr.iriiw 
nouresonance production mechanism with account of the Deckeffect. 

This drastically calls for the determination of quantum numbers 
of ''A"(2060)" as well as the thorough study of the dynamics of reaction (4:. 
As (he first step in this direction let one analyze the role of the Pf cut •.. 
singling out the coherent diffractive production process on carbon nuciei 

Basing со. the study of dN/dPj distributions we have used up to LOW t ic 
cut P? <0.075 (GeV)2 for the selection of coherent production reaction and rh<

rejection of noncoherent events. 
It is a soft cut which allows for more than 30% of the noncoherent hack

ground in the mass spectrum in Fig.5a. Besides, the measured value of (he 
slope of the dimactive cone for carbon nuclei &i =i30 (GeV)2 seems to be son;e

what reduced due to the instrumental uncertainties. If the real value of fcj is 
in agreement with the expected value for carbon nuclei (>50 GeV  2 ) then one

would anticipate an additional increase of noncoherent background in t his т к * 
spectrum. 

ID order to reduce this noncoherent background and U, OIH.U:: 
the £(I385)°/f + mass spectrum for "pure" coherent production reaction л strin

gent requirement Pj- <0.02 (GeV)2 has been used (see Fig.5b). As is seen from 
the comparison of the mass spectra in Figs.5a and b, under the stringent P'~ 
cut the narrow peak with mass M = 2050 ± б MeV and Г ;= 50 ± 19 MeV 
is clearly observed. This narrow structure can not be explained by diffiutljv 
nonresonant process of Deck type and seems to be caused by the JUS'IMCIKI: 
of new baryon with hidden strangeness. This conclusion must be considered ;:> 
preliminary and should be confirmed in further measurements with inae.iscd 
statistics. 
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a) The invariant maes spectrum of the E(1385)°if+ system in the SPHINX ex
periment for the coherent production process (4) on carbon nuclei (i.e. at 
Pj <0.075 (GeV)2). The spectrum is fitted by the sun of polynomial background 
and the BreiiWigner peak with M=2065±li MeV and Г = 118±19 MeV. The soft 
p-j- cut, which is used in this spectrum leads to significant noncoherent background 
(>30%). b) The same spectrum, but with more stringent cut (Я£ < 0.02 (Ge V)2) to 
stress the selection of coherent events. The spectrum is fitted by the sum of smooth 
polynomial background and the BreitWinger peak with M — 2050 ± 6 MeV and 
Г = 50 ± 20 MeV. 
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SUMMARY 

Thus, the first results of the SPHINX experiment failed to confirm the ex

istence of narrow heavy baryons iV^(1960), ij(3520) and nonstrange analog of 
E(3170), which were the candidates for cryptoexotic baryons. Strictly speak

ing there are no direct, experimental contradictions between the SPHINX data 
and the results of previous experiments with these baxyons. But it must be 
stressed that the upper limits for crosssections (6)(8) are by 45 orders of 
magnitude lower, than the cross section а(тт~р —» 12(3520) + X") • [BR(R —» 
— pK+K'(890)~n~]=U±3 /Л of Ref. [11]. At the same time the background 
conditions for the search for Л^(1960) baryon ш coherent diffractive reaction (4) 
as well as in partiallyinclusive nonelastic process (5) in the SPHINX facility 
are much better than for the corresponding measurements with the BIS2 [9]. 

Thus, there are serious doubts about the real existence of the Я(3520) and 
Л'^(1960) baryons. 

The preliminary data of possible observation of new baryon state X (205U) 
with anomalously narrow decay width is also obtained in the SPHINX exper

iment. This state is a possible candidate for cryptoexotic pentaquark baryon 
with hidden strangeness. 

It is a pleasure for me to express my gratitude to the Organizing Committee 
of Hadron93 and Soros Foundation for the opportunity to participate in this 
Conference. 
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